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About Jackpot Digital
Jackpot Digital is a leading electronic table game manufacturer and mobile gaming provider for the
cruise ship and onshore regulated casino industry. The Company specializes in multiplayer gaming
products, focusing on poker and casino games, which are complemented by a robust suite of backend
tools for operators to efficiently control and optimize their gaming business.

Our Competitive Advantage
Jackpot Digital is a positive disruptor in the casino business. While casinos have kept pace with
technology in slot machines, games such as poker and many others haven’t been updated to
benefit from digital advances that make the game more fun for players and more profitable for casinos.
Our flagship product, Jackpot Blitz, is essentially a digital ‘smart table’ which brings the social benefits
of multiplayer casino games, such as poker, blackjack and baccarat, into the digital era. The 84-inch, 4k
touchscreen creates a stunning player experience, all while controlling costs and maximizing operator
efficiency, flexibility, and profitability.
Jackpot Digital’s proprietary, GLI certified software and hardware serve as a springboard to easily launch
new gaming products for casinos or online.
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Investment Highlights
• Jackpot is the dominant global leader in the manufacture and installation of electronic poker table games
• Jackpot’s tables operate aboard several major cruise lines including Carnival Cruise Lines, Princess, Virgin
Voyages and Costa Cruise Lines, with installations aboard Royal Caribbean ships coming soon
• The imminent re-opening of these cruise lines represents a significant revenue ramp-up for Jackpot Digital
• Jackpot’s digital tables are GLI certified for onshore regulated casinos, positioning the company for
explosive growth in the land-based casino marketplace worldwide
• Jackpot has only just begun to tap into the massive onshore casino market. Aggressive expansion is
underway, with installations into land-based casinos happening now
• The company offers an unrivaled player experience which includes a digital touch screen and a stunning
84-inch, 4k display table which replicates the live poker playing experience, combining the social benefits
of in-person poker with the cost, efficiency and profitability benefits of digital
• Jackpot Digital’s Jackpot Blitz is helping to increase poker revenues and decrease costs
• Jackpot Digital’s electronic poker tables produce recurring revenue for the company, with Jackpot Digital
earning an attractive licensing royalty of the Gross Gaming Revenue from Jackpot Blitz operations
• Using the same backbone of the Jackpot Blitz poker table, Jackpot is now designing new games tailored
for the massive Asian casino market
• COVID-19 made our products more compelling for onshore casinos as there is no exchange of chips,
cards or cash
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